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ABSTRACT 

 

Continuous growth of volumes of information resources causes strict requirements to crypto protection on 

the processing speed of entrance data by the computer system. It is natural that for the solution of this task 

it is necessary to use hardware realization of known algorithms of cryptographic information protection. 

The method of the information protection transferred in computer networks by the choice of information 

encryption algorithm on the basis of fuzzy logic is offered in the article. The mechanism of fuzzy logic of 

Mamdani working on the min-max law is used for effective and fast reconfiguration of the server according 

to the current requirements of the system on the crypto strength, productivity and expenses of memory. The 

base of the fuzzy controller rules working on the classical mechanism of Mamdani consists of 63 rules. The 

offered method of  fuzzy data processing is based on the division of  fuzzy information processing in grade 

levels and operation that allowed to reduce quantity of output areas to 14 and accordingly to reduce number 

of operations to 4 times. The formed fuzzy system allows carrying out adequate data protection in real time, 

considering current state of the most computer system. 

Keywords: Time Complexity, Fuzzy System, Information Protection, Modular Exponentiation, RSA, 
Mamdani Method 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 

The main criteria of computer system operability 

are high performance, optimum expenses of 

memory and resistance to attacks of the intruder. 

Any computer system can be protected from active 

attacks of intruder which can be found in the 

process thanks to known measures of security 

policy [22].  However, there is also possibility of 

passive attacks (attack of the temporary analysis or 

analysis of energy consumption) which can be 

carried out far off and therefore are difficult to find 

them  [3], [15]. 

The computer system at information transfer uses 

network for host accessibility of clients. Such 

network of data transmission can be divided 

conditionally to protected and unprotected parts. 

In the unprotected part of network clients can be 

casual therefore they aren't reliable for the server 

from the point of view of safety that is high 

probability of existence of the intruder. Besides, 

this part of network is, as a rule, not protected from 

malfunction owing to influences of environment 

and is open for carrying out all types of modern 

attacks to realization. 

In the protected part of network clients are 

considered reliable and, thanks to security policy, 

existence of the internal intruder is excluded. 

However in this part of network nevertheless there 

is possibility of carrying out passive attack of the 

temporary analysis [22]. Clients of network are 

known to the server on the IP address and, 

considering "experience" of network usage, have 

the trust level where it is possible to set malfunction 

probability by transfer of information packages. So, 

if the client is new to this system or has very low 
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trust level, so necessary level of resistance to the 

temporary analysis has to be maximum, that is 

equal, for example, 1. On the contrary, client with 

very high trust level stability value can aspire to 

that will provide increase the system processing 

speed. The command subsystem of the server 

submits data on the most computer system that is 

admissible expenses of memory and necessary 

performance level on the information processing 

block [18], [24]. 

For information protection in network it is 

necessary to choose optimum method of 

exponentiation on the module for implementation 

of information encryption or carrying out 

authentication of the client by means of spread 

crypto algorithm of RSA at present. This problem is 

solved by the information processing block formed 

on the basis of fuzzy logic, namely on the 

mechanism of fuzzy conclusion of Mamdani [19]. It 

processes entrance values of productivity, expenses 

of memory and resistance to the temporary analysis 

and represents optimum method of modular 

exponentiation in each case on the command 

subsystem of the server which in turn, it is applied 

to information encryption. The main advantage of 

this block is that it works in real time that provides 

higher stability of system from attacks of the 

intruder as he will not know authentically algorithm 

of encryption [4],  [14]. The information processing 

block on the basis of fuzzy logic is basis of system 

of computer system protection. On its entrance 

arrive criteria of choice of modular exponentiation 

method, among which necessary level of resistance 

to the temporary analysis R, productivity of 

cryptosystem R and admissible expenses of 

memory server M. Entrance fuzzy data are 

processed by the subsystem of optimum choice of 

exponentiation method on the module on the basis 

of the mechanism of fuzzy conclusion on Mamdani 

mechanism. The exit of the information processing 

block is modular exponentiation method that 

provides optimum configuration of protection 

system concerning values of entrance criteria of 

choice. 

2. METHODS 

 

The application of means Fuzzy Logic Toolbox 

of the MATLAB7.7.0 environment (R2008b) [11], 

it is possible to form fuzzy system of optimum 

choice of modular exponentiation method (method) 

depending on values of performance (performance), 

resistance to the temporary analysis (resistance) and 

admissible expenses of memory (memory) [10]. 

As a binary method it is possible to use a binary 

method with any direction of reading of bits as they 

have identical resistance to attack of the temporary 

analysis, and their productivity is almost identical.  

Values of membership functions of the input 

variables resistance and memory it is set by 

trapezoid function and the input variables 

performance as bell shaped function [19]. 

Membership function of output method is set by 

triangular form, and in this case takes place the case 

of symmetric triangular membership function [7], 

[13].   

Modeling of fuzzy conclusion is carried out on 

Mamdani type. 

There mini-max composition of fuzzy sets is 

used. This mechanism includes following sequence 

of actions [19]: 

1) fuzzification procedure: degrees of truth, i.e. 

the values of membership functions MFi (x) for the 

left-hand sides of each i-th rule (premises) are 

determined; 

2) fuzzy inference. First the minimum level of 

"truncation" for the left side of each of the Ai= min 

(MFi (x)) rule, and then "truncated" membership 

function of conclusion Bi = min (Ai, Bi) are 

determined; 

3) composition or association of obtained 

"truncated" functions, for which maximum 

composition of fuzzy sets MF(y)=max(Bi(y)) is 

used; 

4) defuzzification. There are several methods of 

defuzzification. For example, centroid method. The 

geometric meaning of this value is the center of 

gravity for the curve of obtained output 

membership function. 

3. RESULTS 

 

The membership functions of variables 

resistance, performance and memory are divided 

into three intervals, each, for exact description of 

variables, in particular, for description of resistance 

to the temporary analysis is applied to the variable 

low∈[0,0.014] designating low level of stability, 

middle ∈[0.0145,0.72] average level, high ∈  

[0.56,1]   high level. 

For productivity task are offered variables, high 
∈  [0,31000],  middle∈[27000,75000], and small 
∈[67000,100000], answering to high, average and 

low levels.  
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Admissible expenses of memory are set by 

values, small∈[0.9920],  middle ∈[9921,2.52 

⋅ 105], and big∈  [2.49 ⋅ 105, 5 ⋅ 105]  

corresponding to small, middle, big expenses.  

Membership functions for output variable 

method can be designated by identical intervals on 

axis of ordinates for exact definition of the gravity 

center that designates fuzzy conclusion of system 

[19]. Binary designates binary method of modular 

exponentiation, beta- ary RTL and beta-ary LTR - β 

"from the right to the left" and "from the left to the 

right", accordingly, wRTL- method of the sliding 

window "from the right to the left", and wLTR - 

sliding window "from the left to the right" (figure 

1). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The Function Of Membership Variable Method. 

 

The logical conclusion on the mechanism of 

Mamdani which finds the minimum areas in images 

of membership functions of entrance variables then 

association of the truncated areas under the 

maximum law is carried out and, at last there is 

center of gravity of final figure which abscissa is 

conclusion of fuzzy system is applied for creation 

of the offered fuzzy system. [10],  [11], [14].    

The knowledge base for creation of this fuzzy 

model consists of " rules if - that" [6], all entrance 

variables have three fuzzy states and one more 

condition of none when value of an entrance 

variable isn't set by system. The case when values 

of all entrance variables aren't set, in practice can't 

be put therefore the number of rules of an fuzzy 

conclusion of the studied system will be N = 4 · 4 · 

4 -1 = 63.  

System of rules of fuzzy system to choose the 

method of modular exponentiation 

1. If (resistance is low) and (performance is small) 

and (memory is small) then (method is binary)  

2. If (resistance is low) and (performance is small) 

and (memory is middle) then (method is binary)  

3. If (resistance is low) and (performance is small) 

and (memory is big) then (method is binary)  

4. If (resistance is low) and (performance is middle) 

and (memory is small) then (method is binary)  

5. If (resistance is low) and (performance is middle) 

and (memory is middle) then (method is beta-

aryRTL)  

6. If (resistance is low) and (performance is middle) 

and (memory is big) then (method is wLTR)  

7. If (resistance is low) and (performance is high) 

and (memory is small) then (method is wRTL)  

8. If (resistance is low) and (performance is high) 

and (memory is big) then (method is beta-aryRTL)  

9. If (resistance is middle) and (performance is 

small) and (memory is small) then (method is 

wRTL)  

10. If (resistance is middle) and (performance is 

small) and (memory is middle) then (method is 

beta-aryRTL)  

11. If (resistance is middle) and (performance is 

small) and (memory is big) then (method is wLTR)  

12. If (resistance is middle) and (performance is 

middle) and (memory is small) then (method is 

beta-aryRTL)  

13. If (resistance is middle) and (performance is 

middle) and (memory is middle) then (method is 

wLTR)  

14. If (resistance is middle) and (performance is 

middle) and (memory is big) then (method is 

wLTR)  

15. If (resistance is middle) and (performance is 

high) and (memory is small) then (method is beta-

aryRTL)  

16. If (resistance is middle) and (performance is 

high) and (memory is middle) then (method is beta-

aryRTL)  

17. If (resistance is middle) and (performance is 

high) and (memory is big) then (method is wLTR)  

18. If (resistance is low) and (performance is high) 

and (memory is middle) then (method is beta-

aryRTL)  

19. If (resistance is high) and (performance is 

small) and (memory is small) then (method is beta-

aryLTR)  

20. If (resistance is high) and (performance is 

small) and (memory is middle) then (method is 

beta-aryLTR)  

21. If (resistance is high) and (performance is 

small) and (memory is big) then (method is beta-

aryLTR)  

22. If (resistance is high) and (performance is 

middle) and (memory is small) then (method is 

beta-aryLTR)  

23. If (resistance is high) and (performance is 

middle) and (memory is middle) then (method is 

beta-aryLTR)  
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24. If (resistance is high) and (performance is 

middle) and (memory is big) then (method is beta-

aryLTR)  

25. If (resistance is high) and (performance is high) 

and (memory is small) then (method is beta-

aryLTR)  

26. If (resistance is high) and (performance is high) 

and (memory is middle) then (method is beta-

aryLTR)  

27. If (resistance is high) and (performance is high) 

and (memory is big) then (method is beta-aryLTR)  

28. If (performance is small) and (memory is small) 

then (method is binary)  

29. If (performance is middle) and (memory is 

small) then (method is binary)  

30. If (performance is high) and (memory is small) 

then (method is binary)  

31. If (performance is small) and (memory is 

middle) then (method is beta-aryLTR)  

32. If (performance is middle) and (memory is 

middle) then (method is beta-aryRTL)  

33. If (performance is high) and (memory is 

middle) then (method is beta-aryRTL)  

34. If (performance is small) and (memory is big) 

then (method is wLTR)  

35. If (performance is middle) and (memory is big) 

then (method is wLTR)  

36. If (performance is high) and (memory is big) 

then (method is wLTR)  

37. If (resistance is low) and (performance is small) 

then (method is binary)  

38. If (resistance is low) and (performance is 

middle) then (method is wRTL)  

39. If (resistance is low) and (performance is high) 

then (method is beta-aryRTL)  

40. If (resistance is middle) and (performance is 

small) then (method is beta-aryRTL)  

41. If (resistance is middle) and (performance is 

middle) then (method is beta-aryLTR)  

42. If (resistance is middle) and (performance is 

high) then (method is beta-aryRTL)  

43. If (resistance is high) and (performance is 

small) then (method is beta-aryLTR)  

44. If (resistance is high) and (performance is 

middle) then (method is beta-aryLTR)  

45. If (resistance is high) and (performance is high) 

then (method is beta-aryLTR)  

46. If (performance is small) then (method is 

binary)  

47. If (performance is middle) then (method is 

wLTR)  

48. If (performance is high) then (method is beta-

aryLTR)  

49. If (resistance is low) then (method is binary)  

50. If (resistance is middle) then (method is wLTR)  

51. If (resistance is high) then (method is beta-

aryLTR)  

52. If (memory is small) then (method is binary)  

53. If (memory is middle) then (method is beta-

aryLTR)  

54. If (memory is big) then (method is wLTR)  

55. If (resistance is low) and (memory is small) 

then (method is binary)  

56. If (resistance is low) and (memory is middle) 

then (method is binary)  

57. If (resistance is low) and (memory is big) then 

(method is wLTR)  

58. If (resistance is middle) and (memory is small) 

then (method is wLTR)  

59. If (resistance is middle) and (memory is middle) 

then (method is wLTR)  

60. If (resistance is middle) and (memory is big) 

then (method is wLTR)  

61. If (resistance is high) and (memory is small) 

then (method is beta-aryLTR)  

62. If (resistance is high) and (memory is middle) 

then (method is beta-aryLTR)  

63. If (resistance is high) and (memory is big) then 

(method is beta-aryLTR)  

 

The fuzzy conclusion of choice model of the 

modular exponentiation method formed on the basis 

of the set 63 rules with the current values of the 

resistance, performance, memory and method 

variables has the appearance presented on the figure 

2 [6]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Fuzzy Conclusion Of Choice Model Of The 

Modular Exponentiation Method. 

 

The surface values of the fuzzy system on the 

basis of Mamdani mechanism are presented on the 

figure 3 [6]. They confirm the correctness of the 

construction of the base of fuzzy inference rules.  
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
Figure 3. The Surface Values Of Output Fuzzy System On 

The Basis Of Mamdani Mechanism Depending On 

Values: 

А) Resistance To Temporary Analysis  And Performance; 

B) Expense Of Memory And Resistance To Temporary 

Analysis; 

C) Performance  And Expense Of Memory. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

 

The main lack of the fuzzy conclusion formed on 

the classical mechanism of Mamdani is that for any 

entrance data it is necessary to process all base of 

rules that is to carry out three steps. Such way of 

processing of fuzzy data reduces speed of system 

and demands big expenses of memory therefore it is 

worth improving the choice method of modular 

exponentiation method based on classical method 

of Mamdani which would meet requirements to 

processing speed. 

The essence of the offered choice method of 

exponentiation method on the module is that 

processing of the entering fuzzy information is 

divided into grade levels and operation. During 

training of means of processing of fuzzy 

information areas of membership functions of exit 

for each of rules are defined. 

At operation at first there is a comparison of 

entrance data with values of membership functions 

of exit in determined base of rules in memory areas 

where values of the mentioned membership 

functions of exit corresponding to each rule of 

fuzzy conclusion are stored. Further values of 

membership functions of exit are cut which exceed 

entrance data. Then the minimum values of the 

membership functions of exit received after cutting 

off are chosen and the corresponding figure is 

formed from these minimum values. After 

operation days of method of fuzzy data processing 

is search of the center of gravity of the figure 

received as a result of addition of the cut 

membership functions of exit [12], [22], [8]. In 

figure 4 the scheme of algorithm of realization of 

the offered method of processing of fuzzy data is 

represented. 
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Figure 4. The Scheme Of Realization Algorithm Of The 

Offered Method Of Fuzzy Data Processing 

 

Comparison of operations of the offered method 

of fuzzy information processing of classical method 

Mamdani at operation are provided in table 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Operations On Fuzzy Information Processing 

 
№ 

№

п/

п 

Transactions of 

an fuzzy 

conclusion of 

the classical 

mechanism of 

Mamdani 

 

 

Operations of fuzzy conclusion of the 

offered method 

Coinciding 

operations of the 

offered method 

New operations of 

the offered method 

1 

11. 

Comparison 

entrance data 

with values of 

membership 

functions of 

entrances 

 

– Comparison entrance 

data with values of 

membership 

functions of 

entrances in the 

ROM corresponding 

areas 

2 

 

 

22. 

Finding of the 

smallest value 

of membership 

functions of 

entrances on 

each of 

entrances which 

correspond to 

the base of rules 

 

– – 

3 

 

33. 

Cutting off on 

ordinate axis of 

membership 

functions  of 

exit of the 

values 

exceeding the 

values found in 

item 2 

 

– Cutting off on 

ordinate axis 

membership function 

of exit in all 

corresponding areas 

of multi channel 

block of memory of 

values which exceed 

the values found in 

item 1 

4 

44. 

Being among 

the cut  

membership 

functions of exit 

having the 

maximum 

amplitude 

 

– Being among cut 

membership 

functions of  exit in 

all corresponding 

areas of the 

multichannel block 

of memory having 

the minimum 

amplitude 

5 

55. 

Finding the sum 

found in item 4 

values in the cut 

membership  

functions of exit 

that forms  final 

figure 

Finding the sum 

found in item 4 

values in the cut 

membership  

functions of exit 

that forms  final 

figure 

– 

6 

66. 

Finding of the 

center of gravity 

of the figure 

received in item 

5 

Finding of the 

center of gravity 

of the figure 

received in item 

5 

– 

 

As it can be seen from the table 1, all operations 

of the offered method are close to operations of the 

classical mechanism of Mamdani on complexity 

don't exceed them. However the number of 

operations in the offered method is less that leads to 

growth of its productivity. Reduction of number of 

operations is caused by that at grade level 

(preceding an operational phase) areas of 

membership function of  exit to each of rules are 

defined. Results are written down in the 

corresponding areas of the multichannel block of 

memory, from where they get out when performing 

operations of subitems 3, 4 of the table 1. Such 

Modular  

exponentiation 

method output

Finish 

Start 

Defining areas of  output 

membership functions   

Training 

Inputting the 

values of input 

variables for 

education 

Inputting current 

criteria values

Comparison of the input data 

with the values of 

membership functions of the 

outputs 

Cutting off ordinate output 

membership functions in 

corresponding areas 

Selecting the minimal 

from the cut off areas 

Forming figure using 

the cut off areas 

Finding the centre of 

gravity of the received 

figure 

Operation 
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preliminary preparation actually also allows to 

avoid operations, предусмотренной provided in 2 

methods of Mamdani. As temporary complexity is 

the main criterion of an algorithm assessment, 

considering the operations of fuzzy conclusion of 

the offered method and Mamdani mechanism 

described in table 1 for comparison of complexity 

of these algorithms it should be taken into account 

only incoincident operations [9]. Temporary 

difficulties of each operation of the considered 

methods of fuzzy conclusion are presented in table 

2, considering the complexity calculations which 

are carried out in [5]. The analysis of table 2 shows 

that temporary complexity of the offered method of 

processing of fuzzy information  O(n2) less, than 

complexity of the mechanism of  fuzzy conclusion 

of Mamdani. 

 
Table 2. Temporary Complexity Of In Coincident 

Transactions Of Fuzzy Conclusion Of Mamdani 

Mechanism And The Offered Method 

 
Transactions 
of fuzzy 

conclusion of 

the classical 

mechanism 

of Mamdani 

Temporary 
complexity 

of 

transactions 

of fuzzy 

conclusion 

of Mamdani 

mechanism 

Operations of 
fuzzy 

conclusion of 

the offered 

method  

Temporary 
complexity 

of 

operations 

of  fuzzy 

conclusion 

of the 

offered 

method 

1. 
Comparison 

of entrance 

data with 

values of 

membership 

function of 

entrances 

 1. Comparison 
of entrance 

data with 

values of 

membership 

function  of 

exits in the 

ROM 

corresponding 
areas 

 

2. Finding of 

the smallest 

value of 

membership 

function of 

entrances on 

each of 
entrances 

which 

correspond to 

base of rules 

 

O(n) - - 

3. Cutting off 

on ordinate 

axis of 

membership 
functions of 

the output 

values 

exceeding the 

value set in 

item 2 

 

 3. Cutting off 

on ordinate 

axis of 

membership 
functions  of 

exit in all 

corresponding 

areas of the 

multichannel 

block of 

memory of 

values which 
exceed the 

 

value found in 

item 1 

4.Being 

among the 

cut 

membership 

functions of 
exit having 

the 

maximum 

amplitude 

O(n
2
) 4.Being among 

cut  

membership 

functions of 

exit in all 
corresponding 

areas of the 

multichannel 

block of 

memory 

having the 

minimum 
amplitude 

O(n
2
) 

 

At the stage of training of means of 

implementation of the proposed method of 

processing of fuzzy data, in accordance with the 

areas of membership functions of inputs and input 

data (performance - p, resistance to time analysis - r 

and permissible consumption of memory - m), area 

of the output membership functions are uniquely 

determined (i.e., modular exponentiation methods 

corresponding to these output membership 

functions) according to the rule base of Mamdani 

fuzzy inference. Obtained values corresponding to 

ordinates of certain output membership functions 

are recorded in corresponding fields of multi-

channel memory block. 

 During the operational phase of means (Figure 

5), when values of the input data are given, only 

areas of output membership functions 

corresponding to the recorded area of inputs 

membership functions are processed according to 

the rule base of fuzzy inference. 

 
Figure 5. Implementation Of Proposed Method Of Fuzzy 

Inference During The Operation 

 

Figure 6 shows these areas detected during the 

investigation of rule base of fuzzy system by means 

of MATLAB 7.7.0 (R2008b) [20],  [2]. 
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Figure 6. Areas Of Output Membership Functions Of The 

Proposed Method Of Processing Of Fuzzy Data. 

 

Analysis of Figure 6 shows that the number of 

areas is 14, i.e. it decreased 4.5 times as compared 

to the base of 63 rules, used in classical fuzzy 

system based on the mechanism of Mamdani. This, 

in turn, accelerates the processing of fuzzy 

information. At the same time, output areas of the 

proposed fuzzy system fully reflect the output area 

by the classical mechanism of Mamdani fuzzy 

inference, which confirms the sufficiency of the 

operations listed in Table 1. 

Thus, the proposed method of processing of 

fuzzy data to configure the server of computer 

system provides its higher performance in 

comparison with the classical mechanism of 

Mamdani fuzzy inference. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Thus, the offered method, according to values of 

temporary complexity, presented in [5], has 

processing speed 4 times higher, than classical (by 

using similar hardware equipment room of base). 

To reduce number of operations in the offered 

method and to carry out them thus as it is specified 

in table 1, it is possible only due to preliminary 

processing at grade level. Further researches can be 

realization of this method on PLD or PLA. 

For effective and quick reconfiguration of the 

server in accordance with the current requirements 

of the system for resistance to time analysis, for 

performance and for consumption of memory 

Mamdani mechanism of fuzzy logic operating on 

the mini-max principle is used. The rule base of 

fuzzy controller operating on the classical 

mechanism of Mamdani, consists of 63 rules. 

Conducted investigations confirmed the efficiency 

of means of optimal selection of method of the 

modular exponentiation based on Mamdani fuzzy 

inference. 

Proposed fuzzy data processing method is based 

on the separation of fuzzy information processing 

on training and operation phases, which reduced the 

number of output areas to 14 and correspondingly 

reduced 4.5 times the number of operations. 
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